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Learning Intentions

• I have an emerging definition of PLAY! 

• I understand there are different types of inquiry and what these 
look like.   

• I understand my role as the teacher during playful mathematical 
inquiry, including designing the learning opportunities, asking nudging 
questions, and providing formative and summative assessment. 

• I have a few ideas about how to design and incorporate playful 
Mathematical inquiry in my math class.



Think of a time this summer when you 
engaged in play. What words and/or  

feelings would you use to  
describe you experience?
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ShadowCon - Kassia Wedekind on Math Play



Diminished consciousness of self 
• no good or bad 
• willingness to take risks 

Improvisational Potential 
• its openness  
• co-constructing understanding 

Continuation Desire 
• it hooks! Focused attention 
• self motivated

What is PLAY?



– Susan Harris McKay (2012) What is Play?

“Neuroscience has shown use that the brain is 
highly complex…Play literally sculpts the brain, 
giving us the resources we need to meet the 

challenges we face in our daily lives.” 



Burgart (2011) Five criteria for 
recognizing play…

• is spontaneous or pleasurable 

• initiated in the absence of stress  

• light hearted  

• repeated 

• freely chosen 



In addition, PLAY can provide: 

• opportunities for social engagement 
• language skills 
• creative thinking / imagination 
• critical thinking 
• use of materials that are appealing 
• physical skills and coordination 
• confidence building  
• motivation 
• engagement 
• development of cognitive skills 
• residence and coping skills 
• a sense of wonder

It’s true for animals as well!



“Play is the engine  
of learning”

- Dan Finkel (2017) Virtual Math Summit

“… then what is teaching?”



We are architects of learning!



“I never teach my pupils; I only 
attempt to provide the conditions 

in which they can learn.”

- Albert Einstein



• Think about your students’ interests 
and curiosities 

• Consider the curriculum - What big 
ideas do you want your students to 
understand? What competencies and 
content will support this?   

How do I begin to design these 
learning experiences? 

https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/




PLAY and INQUIRY



Play + Inquiry =  
…Invites a playful stance toward learning. Teachers can offer 
provocations, such as open-ended questions, engaging and 

inviting materials for children to explore. 



Types of Inquiry 



Structured Inquiry 
• The teacher determines the big idea and what the students will 

come to understand by the end. 
• The teacher starts with a guiding question. 
• The students will help create the plan and guide the inquiry with 

their questions, interests, ideas, analysis, reflections, and 
understandings. 

Guided Inquiry 
• The teacher comes up with the big idea or topic and students and/

or the teachers come up with the questions. 
• The students are responsible for designing and following their own 

procedures to test the question and then communicate their results 
and findings. 

Types of Inquiry



Open Inquiry: 
• The students determine the purpose and formulate the questions. 
• The students design procedures, gather the materials and 

communicate their findings. 
• The teacher facilitates, supports, asks questions and redirects the 

investigation. 

From Michelle Hikida, Richmond Teacher



Whole class structured inquiry 
• everyone has the same question & the same materials 

Whole class guided inquiry  
• everyone has same question and choses from the different materials at 

each table 

Small groups guided inquiry 
• Different questions and materials at each table 
• could have 2, 3, or 4 questions 

Individual or Partner Open Inquiry 
• Lots of different questions 
• Many different materials dependent on what students choose

How could this look in your class?



Traditional learning Inquiry learning

Have to learn Want to learn

What to know How to know

Tell and memorize Ask and inquire

Only one right answer Many conclusions

Teacher-directed Learner-centred

One-size-fits-all Personalized

Passive learning Active learning

Assess for marks Assess for learning

Thinq 4 - 6: Inquiry based learning in the junior classroom (2016), p 12.

Why use this approach? What affordances come from inquiry?



• EXCITING literature and materials 

• INVITATIONS to the students - artifacts or questions 

• Opportunities for CONNECTIONS to themselves, community, content 

• MULTI-MODAL EXPERIENCES - hands on, kinaesthetic, visual, auditory 

• Opportunities for COLLABORATION 

• CHOICE - increases motivation! 

• Opportunities for learning to be RECURSIVE

How might you incorporate?



Types of Provocations

Direct Prompt

and Open Exploration!

Implied Prompt 
through Modelling 



Please take some time to PLAY! What 
different provocations are you noticing? 

What are you wondering?  
 



•talk less and listen more 

•be open to the children’s questions 

•ask open questions - design inviting, playful learning 
opportunities 

•notice and name the curricular competencies  

•ask questions to nudge learning 

•use/model mathematical vocabulary 

•build in time to reflect and connect  

•know and honour student’s interests 

•establish a culture that supports wondering and playfulness

What is our role in playful inquiry?



Tips for Asking Effective Questions
Anticipate student thinking 

Know your LEARNING STANDARDS 

Think about about some of the questions you could ask  

Incorporate verbs that elicit higher levels of thinking 

Pose questions that open up the conversation to include others 

Keep questions neutral 

Provide wait time





We circulate and observe. Based on what we see, we 
ask questions to clarify our understanding and nudge 

learning forward.  

We document the learning we see using anecdotal 
notes, photos, videos, checklists, collection of student 
work samples. It is important to make the students’ 

thinking visible!

Formative Assessment



Time to Try… 
turn to page 3

Either by yourself or 
with a colleague(s) 

try planning a playful 
inquiry learning 
experience!



GAMES



1 - 2 NIM
• Find a partner 
• Count out 20 counters 
• Take turns with a 

partner - On your turn 
you can take one or 
two counters away 

• Whoever takes the last 
counter is the winner.



Is there a winning strategy? 
Use the Talking Points to help you share your 

Mathematical Thinking!



Personal & Social
PS

Communication

C
Thinking
T

Debriefing 1 - 2 NIM 

What Core and/or Curricular 
Competencies were fostered?





Some potential knowledge that 
can be fostered through games…

•Counting - movement along a series of spaces 

•Estimating - seeing magnitudes in a linear way - equal sized numbered 
squares  

•Recognizing Patterns 

•Number Relationships - rolling dice leads to thinking about more and less 

•Mental Math - adding and subtracting - how many more spaces do I 
need to go? Division - movement among pawns in the game of 
Trouble. 

•Probability 



How can you bring games to 
life in your classroom?



Primary Games can be found on 
Sandra Ball’s Website



Numeracy Centres



What’s Included?



“How can thinking about ‘doubles’ 
help you solve 6 + 7 = “

Available on Sandra Ball’s website



Multiplication Games





Box Cars and One Eyed Jacks





Janice Novakowski’s 
blog & Reggio-

inspired work - See 
handout for links!

Key Resources:



What books are to reading, 
PLAY is to Math!

- Dan Finkel (2017) Virtual Math Summit




